Years from now, the HRC-BAU will have helped create a more harmonious community by exposing the Lebanese youth to human rights issues, and helping them understand violations while pursuing their education and acquiring the skills and necessary resources in an attempt to make the desired change a dream come true and to build a better future.

The Human Rights Center offers:
- Training courses and workshops that focus on various human rights related topics
- Moot court competitions
- Occasions for open discussions and debates
- International and national conferences related to human rights topics
- Researches and country mappings
- NGO Fair

The Human Rights Center consists of:
- Human Rights specialized library
- Conference room (also being used for most of the center’s training sessions)
- Computers available for all our volunteers
- Printers and Scanners

The HRC-BAU is a university initiative that assists students, and consequently their parents, to gain a better understanding of their rights. In the course of formal as well as informal approaches to instruction, students’ awareness will be raised for them to complement their education not only through university years but also in the years to come.